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SYMBOLIC HISTORY: THE HUMAN ARTS - THROUGH SIGHT AND SOUND

XXXIV: 1900 Bi Crisis of the Abstract

1) Claude Monet 1882, The Cliff Walk, Art Institute, Chicago
MUSIC: Faure 1879, Piano Quartet, 1st mvt close, RCA-ARI 1-0761

If desire is a lack, romantic desire (footnote: cf. the Meno 
paradox of learning) is loaded... In Monet, in Faur^, in Verlaine, 
wish is the sensuous inverse of fulfillment: "How blue the sky was, 
and how great our hope" — "Qui'l etait bleu, le ciel, et grand, 
I'espoir." This flowered headland cries to the wind the wistful 
beatitudes of light and air. (fade Faure)

✓Such poignance Chausson would learn from Faure, though swayed 
already by the younger Debussy:

MUSIC: Chausson 1891-2, soft passage half through 1st mvt. Concerto
OP« 21 for Vn, Piano & Str.Qr; Orion 73134 (Mace MC S 9074) (fade)

2) Gustave Moreau 1896-, Jupiter and Semele, Moreau Museum, Paris
MUSIC: same Chausson, 1st mvt, near the beginning, forte *

Yet the Chausson concerto just paired with Monet, equally swells
toward" the. Wagnerian counterpole of Symbolist Moreau — this 1896
Jupiter and Semele, of which the artist wrote:

Semele, penetrated by the divine effluence...dies 
struck by lightning, and with her dies the genius 
of terrestrial love, the genius with the goat hooves...
It is an ascension toward th,e upper spheres... Death on earth and apotheosis in immortality...

How far from Renaissance this late revival of its tragic themes.
3) B. Cellini 1553, Perseus -with the Head of Medusa, Loggia della Signor la, Florence

MUSIC: Mhdarra c. 15507, Fantasia (rtaniera de Ludovico, con falsas— ARC 2533-183 (B-5) '
Benvenuto Cellini, by his own account as overcharged a
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revolutionary as any of the Avant Garde, poured the bronze 
Perseus in 1553, under trials set forth in the Autobiography.
After a quarrel with the Duke of Florence ("My lord, you do not 
understand my art"), he fires the furnaces.' The house roof takes 
the blaze; a sudden fever drives him to his bed. When rain and _ 
wind have caked the bronze, a slacker twisted in the shape of an 
S appears: "You are attempting an enterprise which the laws of 
art do not sanction, and which cannot succeed." Cellini resurrects, 
piles on oak, hurls all his pewter in the melt, opens the sluices 
to an explosion and flash of flame. No man, they say, could have 
brought it off, only some powerful devil. 'Vulnerable, as Faust.
Yet the achieved Perseus is a victory of light, for which Cellini's 
elation was prayer: "I fell on my knees: '0 God...who didst rise 
from the dead and ascend to heaven...'"

Even the dissonant works of Renaissance, Mudarra's "falsas" . .. ,^
El Greco's Laocoon, have a containment like Lear: "The wheel has 

«• come full circle, I am here." (end Mudarra)
4) Paul Klee 1916, Stars above Evil Houses, Gustav Zumsteg col'n, Zurich

MUSIC: Alban Berg 1926, Presto Delirando f-rom Lyric Suite, (begin
---------  then skip) Deutsche Gram., from LPSt 2713066,- Rec.5-a

But the new art tears containment in a life-and-death ecstasy, 
a rite of'passage, where the very record of loss, incapacity, 
negation, turns by paradox to a yea-frenzy of the absolute. From 
Rimbaud's "Bateau Ivre" to the first World War, that transformation 
prevails. And even when trench stalemate had betrayed its dominant 
Yes to the great recessive and the backlash of Dada was
cracking the whip of the absurd — even then, how soon, in Klee's 
1916 "Stars over Evil Houses", or the programatic despairs of 
Schonberg or Berg (this tenebrous Presto Delirando from the Lyric
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Suite), how soon Spenglerian fall — "the dance of the dream-led
%masses down the dark mountain" — phosphoresces, a self-affirming 

energy. (fade Berg)
5) Wm. Blake 1799-1800, Bathsheba at the Bath, Tate Gallery, London

That going under of the physical and spatial, Blake's art 
had prophecied: "the world will be consumed in fire...displaying 
the infinite which was hid." In this 1800 Bathsheba seen by 
David, the Beulah garden is at once of the Fall ("Cruel sacri
fices had brought Humanity into a Feminine Tabernacle in the 
loins of Abraham and David" J 27) and of love's redemption 
(Bathsheba, Hittite adulteress, on the line to Mary); "O Divine 
Humanity!__If I were Pure I should never Have known Thee..."

In his solitary precursing of Avant Garde, Blake made 
Christianity his point of' departure.

6) M.v.Marees 1885, Hesperi^es Triptych, Neue Pinakothek, Munich—(CGB 59) 
MUSIC: Wagner 1870, Siegfried Idyll (orig.) near close, London LL 525

By 1885, under the sway of Wagner (this Siegfried Idyll) and
of Nietzsche —

When the Dionysian powers rise with such strength as 
we are experiencing at present, there can be no doubt 
that, wrapped in a cloud, Apollo has already descended 
to us; whose fullest and most beautiful effects 
coming generation may perhaps behold ,

Hans von Marees, in this pagan triptych (unconsciously tied to
Blake's abstraction), sets the serpent-guarded Eden of renewal
in the Hesperides. Nietzsche: "Blessed race of Hellenes

What must this people have suffered, that theymight become thus beaiitiful! (fade Wagner)
How was that stable of Faustian yearnings to be cleansed?

7) P.Cezanne 1900-05, Bathing Women, Mus. of Art, Philadelphia
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With Cezanne the disruption of the personal and formulable 
crystallizes past loss the dynastasis of that overthrow.

perhaps Ives, in New England, of all places, pursued a like 
purging - as in the First Symphony, written while he was still 
a student at Yale. At the same time Mallarml's aesthetic of 
..pure poetry" broke off (1898) with the picture pages of A Throw 
of Dice, the poem constellated by the annihilation, LE HAZARD, of 
its objects^ "collapsed/ by the indifferent neutrality of the 

- "neutrality identique du gouffre". (gnd I^)

Manet 1869- olvmpia, Jen de Paume (LouvrenParis
in the abstract stripping of romantic flesh, Manet s 1863 

Olympia focussed the art breakthroagh and social outrage. This 
take-off on Titian.s Venus of Urbino (itself an adulteration of 
Giorgione.s idea - like Shakespeare's "If hairs be wires, 
black wires grow on her head") short-circuited normal responses, 
amorous, moral, even practical. As Courbet complained: "flat...
like the Queen of Spades coming out of a bath."

If Baudelaire played such a role, his lushness of Spleen and

Ideal is 'far from the Queen of Spades.
9) j.-A. Ingres 1814. Odalisque. Louvre> Paris (CGB--8^

T +- Tnrrnfao 1814» Where the tradition of the 19th In the coolest Ingres, lox'i,
century harem Odalisque begins, the style of Fountaineble
already swells with seductive touch. Prom Baudelaire the climactrc

poem would be "The Jewels", "Les Bijoux"
La tres chere etait nue

. .. ses bijoux sonores
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...Passion's child, born where the sun Showers triple light, and scorches even the kiss 
Of his gazelle-eyed daughters.

Though this voluptuous dream has hardly entered the bordel of 
erotic ennui and decadence, which made "The Jewels" be censored 
from the 1861 Fleurs du Mai:

She was recumbent, and let herself be loved...
File etait done couchee, et se laissait aimer...

--gP^^bet 1856, Girls by the Seine, Petit Palais, Paris
Courbet's 1856 "Girls by the Seine", even more than his nudes,

advances the passion-throttle commensurately with Baudelaire:
A certain candour coupled with lasciviousness 
Gave a new charm to her metamorphoses...

gysic: Saint-Saens 1875, Samson et Dalila, oboe cadenza to Bacchanal
—------- --- RCA Viet LM-184 8

12) Renoir 1870, Odalisque, Nat. Gal., Washington DC
It is the risky coloration which runs in music from Berlioz 

through Bizet, this Saint-Saens Dalilah, to a whole Scheherazade 
horizon. (fade Bacchanal)

And in this Renoir 1870 Odalisque, the langorous flesh of 
Courbet’, more exotically clothed, has — at the risk of calm — 
almost been wallowed in. Whereas Baudelaire even as ravished by 
Joanne Duval's flashing world of metal and stone...where sound 
is mingled with light" —

ou le son se -mele a la lumiere — 
il)--Cezanne 1873, A Modern Olympiar, Louvre. Paris
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even as he lifts to the adored, couched at the height of the 
divan, a passion "deep and gentle as the sea, which mounts 
toward her as toward its cliff" must draw release from that 
poison.

Cezanne would take up the scene in his extraordinary mockery 
of Manet's Olympia — as if the grotesque were one rescue from 
the Scylla vortex.

BACK; again 12, Renoir 1870, Odalisque, Nat. Gal., Wash. DC.
Since rescue was required. The new worship must rear on lubricity 
itself a paradox of equilibrium — what would drive Renoir from 
this lush indulgence toward nudes like Maillol's later bronzes, of 
statuesque repose.

Again 13) Cezanne 1873, A Modern Olympia, Louvre, Paris
But how — at the condemned erotic bound of "Les Bijoux":

Her eyes fixed on me, like a tame tiger.
With a vague air of trance she varied her poses --

how is Baudelaire to refine the postures of a West Indian mulatto
to a contemplative counterpart of the mystical?

14) Van Gogh 1887, Oval Nude, Barnes, Merion; or From Rear, Priv., Paris
No artist pl\ambed that Flower of Evil maelstrom more reck

lessly than Van Gogh after his 1886 arrival in Impressionist Paris.
And her arms, her legs, her hips and her loins.
Polished, smooth as oil, undulent as a swan.Passed before my eyes, clairvoyant and serene.
And her belly and her breasts, clusters of my vine.
Et son ventre et ses seins, Oes grappes de ma vigne.

In that tactile seizure where, as with Dante's damned, "fear 
turns into desire", it is no longer the woman flesh-throned on the 
divan who looks down, but the poet "from crystal rock", at the 
"hips of antiope", "the torso of a boy" — those posture, which
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advance, as to dislodge his spirit from the.height.
Ou calme et solitaire elle s'etait assise.

15) Gauguin 1897, "Nevermore", Courtauld Institute, London
If Van Gogh's calm was in question, Gauguin variously assumed 

the Baudelaire mystique of contemplative Eros, as in this 
Tahitian "Nevermore" (another variation on Manet's Olympia),
"to suggest", he said, "by means of a simple nude, a certain long- 
lost barbarian luxury."

But for Baudelaire, a romantic half-century before, the self- 
transendence of spleen asked a more excruciating stretch. As 
he wrote: '

into this atrocious book I put all my heart, all my 
tenderness, all my religion (travestied), all my hatred.
On her savage brown complexion the rouge was superb —
Sur ce teint fauve et brun le fard etait superbel 

By a sensuous art of sex, to bewitch pure flame from the devouring 
cleft itself —

16) H.Matisse 1905, The Gypsy, Mus.de 1'Annonciade, Saint Tropez
MUSIC: Stravinsky 1909-10, Firebird, harp etc. 1/3 way. Col.MG 31202

(but orig. version better)
what Joyce would do with Molly Bloom's "I will", what Agee with

«

the girl sleeping on the floor: "as if flame were breathed forth
from it" — though these, like Matisse's 1905 Gypsy (or Stravinsky'
Firebird), lend the attack of another century to the arcane glow
of Baudelaire's last stanza:

And the lamp at last being resigned to die.
It was the fire alone which lighted the room;
Which, every time it uttered a sigh of flame.
Flooded with blood that amber-colored skin.
Et la lampe s'eta'nt resignee a mourir,
Comme le foyer seul illuminait la chambre.
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Cheque fois qu'il poussait un flamboyant soupir/- 
II inondait de sang cette peau couleur d'ambre (fade Firebird)

17) Matisse 1906, Luxe Calme et Volupte, Col'n H. Matisse (Skira)
—A Tantrie prolongatio of fire and blood.

In the oil of verbal texture, Baudelaire might seem a romantic
decadent; but in the ambiguity of crushed opposites — Spleen
become Ideal: the "Harmonie du Soir" that so moved Joyce, where
through an evening drowned in curdled blood, memory shines like
a monstrance; or in the untranslatable refrain of that other poem
Matisse mythologized in 1906, the "Luxury, calm and pleasure ,
"Luxe, calme et volupte" — in Baudelaire's unmediated elation by
negation, we have crashed the gates of the Modern: (Yeats)

I must lie down where all the ladders start.
In the foul rag-and-bone shop of the heart.

18) I.K.Brunei 1857, Steamship Great Eastern under construction, photo:Institution of Mechanical Engineers^ London
Even the Faust of mechanical power was cloven -- Priestley's
technocratic hope already undercut in Franklin's 1780 letter:

It is impossible to imagine the height to which 
' may be carried, in a thousand years, the power

of man over matter...O that moral science were 
in as fair a way of improvement...

Whatever euphoria drove Brunei to engineering marvels: 
j^ailroads, bridges, this 1857 iron ship, the Great Eastern, 
a wonder city to cut the night ocean in lighted luxury, broke in 
morbidity and suicide — the industrial call clotting round the 
soul like Baudelaire's evening, "le neant vaste et noir", where 
the "tender heart" enshrines its luminous past.

In the Crystal Palace of Exposition Europe, ambivalent progress
19) Edw. Burne-Jones 1880, The Golden Stair, Tate Gallery, London

brewed ambivalent dream: "the great four-leafed clover of modern
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^ idealism" (as they were praised): Bocklin, Moreau, Puvis de
Chavannes, Pre-Raphaelite Burne-Jones of this "Golden Stair".
'And 'might not the Great Eastern, or any of her more practical 
successors of the Jamesian era, have adorned their steel salons 
with Botticelli-inspired visions of such secretly erotic beatitude 
— Rossetti'e "Blessed Damozel" who leaned "From the gold bar of 
Heaven", "And laid her face between her hands,/ And wept. (I 
heard her tears.)"?

20) Monet 1877, Gare Saint-Lazare, Art Inst., Chicago (or Louvre, or
double)

When Monet in 1877, frequenting the Gare Saint-Lazare in Paris,
painted the same scene through variations of cloud and hour —
the steam blue against background sunlight, or white against an
overcast gray he cut through those argiiments of nostalgic
heaven and industrial hell. But what is signified? Hardly Vermeer'
irradiation of the actual: (Traherne)

Your enjoyment of the world is never right, till
every morning you awake in Heaven__look upon the
skies, the earth and the air as Celestial Joys.

Monet s naturalist delight is in the art changes of abstract percep
tion — a "Sea Surface Full of Clouds". In the art detachment of 
any such station, Tolstoi's Anna KareAina (the novel finished that 
same year) might have gone under the wheels:

A luggage train was coming in. The platform began 
to sway...she knew what she had to do...A feeling 
such as she had known when about to take the first 
plunge in bathing came upon her..."What am I doing?What for?"...

21) G.Eiffel 1887-9, The Eiffel Tower, Paris (CGB '80, or other, night?)
Since the Paris Exposition of 1889, the Eiffel Tower has 

expressed for tourists everywhere the joy of the Impressionist
with the excitement and utility of the sky-race of skeletal
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steel. Though not even the designer claimed a utility beyond 
the view -- that abstraction concretized (so Barthes) out of 
Hugo's Hunchback or Michelet's Tableau. But the great precursors 
are the tempted Christ, and in Goethe's Faust, Lynceus on the

tower:
Zum Sehen geboren,
Zum Shauen bestellt, Dem Turme geschworen, 
Gefallt mir die Welt.

Born for seeing.
At watching skilled. Pledged to the tower,
I delight in the world

Thus he sees the ship at sunset enter the harbor, and that night 
thd burning of the house of the pious old couple.
’ When.scientific vision had girdered the 984 foot tower over 
the Seine, aviation was anticipated, and the vibrant geometry of 
Cezanne strangely parallelled. The delight, however, is of 
Rimbaud's "Drunken Boat", of Mallarme's "Sail past fertile 
islands": "But 0, my heart, hear the sailors' song entends

le chant des matelots!"
22) Renoir 1881, Boating Party, Phillips Gallery, Washington, _DC

MUSIC: Faure 1879, Piano Qrt Op-15, 2nd Mvt,

No doubt (as in Faure) Avant Garde was always tempted to a 
compromise of genial cultivation. No doubt Renoir was as gifted 
as any foi; the color-glad depiction of life as pleasantly lived, 
perhaps that ease left him vulnerable to the form-crisis and
sterility of 1883 — on the way to which even the lustiest group 
scenes, this Boating Party of mashers, top hats, flirts, puppy 
kissing girls, entrain surface realism in a sort of Joycean search 
for radical value. So the plucked-string Scherzo of early Faure 
(fade) reaches toward the remoter harmonies it drew from Debussy.
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23) Manet 1882, Bar at^the Folies-Bergere, Courtauld Inst./ London
Nor was it merely a dictate of Puritan morality, that James, 

from The American (1877) to The Ambassadors (1903) should alienate 
the Impressionism he handled so well. As in late Monet, Cezanne, 
Seurat, there was an abstract imperative.

Even Manet, oldest of them all, who had begun the revolution 
by a detached flattening of dark Spanish realism, who in the 
success of his forties had joined Monet in pure color and open air, 
arrived by 1882 (a year before his death) at the mysterious and 
formal illusions of A Bar at the Folies-Bergere, (end Debussy)
where everything beyond the foreground bottles and the musing 
girl is reflected in a mirror: her back, the looming customer, 
theater and lights — Platonic images.

24) Pissarro 1877, The Red Roofs, Louvre, Paris
Pissarro was at the center of the Impressionism, originator with 

Monet of its theory and practice. But he is also the radiant 
for Post-Impressionism to follow. From 1871 to '77 his teaching 
brought Cezanne to a threshold of light. One might think to 

^see in this Pissarro landscape of Red Rooves how much Cezanne 
could have learned from him. But the painting, from the last 
year of the Cezanne association, dramatizes the teacher as learner.

25) Cezanne 1873, House of Pere Lacroix at Auvers, Nat. Gal., Wash., DC
Without what Pissarro taught, Cezanne's early violence would 

hardly have lightened to this "House of Pere Lacroix". Yet 
Cezanne painted the picture in 1873, four years before Pissarro's 
"Red Rooves". In the interplay of that Avant Garde, effect con
tinually circles and acts as cause.

MUSIC: Satie 1888, Gymnopedie 1, Philips PHS-900-179
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26) Pissarro 1887, Woman in an Orchard, Louvre, Paris (Jeu de Paume) ^
Again Pissarro, from 1887, time of Satie's first radically 

neglected piano compositions (.this from the Gymnopedies, to be 
orchestrated by Debussy) — Pissarro, teacher of everyone, might 
seerii in this orchard to have gone as far as Impressionism could 
in preparing for Neo-Impressionist Seurat, with his consuming 
science of minute color spots. But here too the influence goes 
the other way -- the master swayed by a pupil's genius.

27) Seurat 1884-5?, .Morning Walk, study for The Seine at Courbevoie,
Ittleson Col'n, N.Y.

Since more than five years earlier, Seurat, studying with 
Pissarro, had begun those ravishing sketches in which color 
division works from observed nature toward a final harmony of 
abstract "color-luminist" control — scores of studies, in 
charcoal and oil, exploring and fixing the intellectual geometry 
of the great pointillist monuments, where Impressionism becomes 
its own antithesis — Baudelaire's passion- throned on cyrstal 
rock: — Valery:

This tranquil roof where pigeons promonade .t.
Trembles between the pines, among the tombs;
Noon, the just, composes there with fire
The sea, the sea, forever rebegun 1

28) Seurat 18B4-5, Afternoon on.the Grande Jatte, Art Institute, Chicago
The Grande Jatte is as total a fulfillment of Seurat's method 

as any. What mappings of the scene, open-air studies and stage- 
set division of the players, remote from each other as the charac
ters of a Chekov play, produced this life-size frieze, where all 
motion, all life is stilled — not merely as every carved .or 
painted object must be, but in doctrinal soul, proclaiming a 
metaphysics of changeless remove — as Valery would invoke the 
sun at the zenith ("midi le juste"), a Zeno paradox to immobilize
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that "Cemetery by the Sea":
Zenon! Cruel Z^on! Z^on d'Elee!
_Zeno! Cruel Zeno! Zeno of. Elea!
Have you fixed me with that arrow winged
That whirs and flies and cannot fly the place?...
X) sun...What tortoise shadow for the soul,
Achilles, with his great stride, motionless. (close Satie)

29) - Double: Van Gogh 1888; Van Gogh's Yellow Chair with Pipe, Tate,
London; and Gauguin's Arm Chair with Candle, V.Gogh Mus., Amsterdam

In a direction opposite to Seurat's, Van Gogh too ricochets 
from Pissarro, his Parisian catalyst of 1886-8. The concert- 
dependence of music must have stacked the odds against a Van 
Gogh as composer. But in poetry Rimbaud comes near enough — 
his Season in Hell, like Van Gogh's Chairs, record of a destruc
tive friendship: letters of 1873, to Verlaine:

Come back...everything will be forgotten...Yes, I was 
in the wrong...Be brave. Answer me quickly. I cannot 
stay here much longer...Yours, all my life. Rimbaud.
So while waiting for your wife and your death, you are 
.going to struggle, wander about and bore people. . .But 
it is you who will be wrong in the end, because, even 
after I called you back, you persisted in your false 
sentiments... Think of what you were before knowing me...

These Chairs, Van Gogh's with the pipe, Gauguin's with the 
candle, testify to that other love-hate, when an imagined accord 
broke under the nerve-frayed fact, and Van Gogh sliced his ear, 
sent a piece of it to, a prostitute, beginning the reductive con
finements which would grind to his suicide — as if life had to 
hold to norms of outmoded pretence, or tear itself to pieces — 
the vulnerability of avant-garde.

30) A. Bocklin c. 1880?, Faun and Throstle, Neue Pinakothek, Munich
MUSIC: Debussy 1892-4, Prelude a I'Apres-midi d'.un faune, .Col.f'iL 6077

• (last thirdT
From the Bohemian modernity of Paris, it is strange to turn
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(0Y6n es we sound Debussy's Feune) to the jromantic lingeiring of 
Germany, Bocklin's pagan make-believe — to sense the Dionysiac 
affinity with Mallarme's Eclogue or this Prelude, and at the same 
time to note the demarcation; that in Bocklin (as in Brahms, say) 
romantic longing still accepts the old forms; its Symbolist quarrel 
with the space-time fabric of will and cause has not yet disabled 
the harmonic and representational modes — the reason and morality 
of bourgeois assurance. That break drives us forward from Bocklin.

31) Gauguin c. 1893, Indian Queen, Mme Desjardins, Paris
to Debussy's Post-Impressionist contemporary (who also began with 
Pissarro), Gauguin, 1893, where space itself, like chordal harmony, 
invokes a dissolving magic.

So Maetetlink, the same year, in Pelleas and Melisande (for 
which Faure, Debussy, Sch5nberg and others would compose music), 
suspends a mystery, beyond fathomable ground, vague as the forest 
pool where Melissande loses her wedding ring: — Golaud to 
Melisande in the wood:

Come with me. The night will be very dark and cold...
(She) Where are you going?
(He) I do not know. I am lost also.

%

(The Avant-garde paradox of the lost guide):
Venez avec moi. La nuit sera tres noire et tres froide...
Ou allez-vous?...Je ne sais pas. Je suis perdu aussi...

32) H. Rousseau 1897, Sleeping Gypsy, Mus. of Modern Art, N.Y._C_^
Henri Rousseau, le Douanier, customs man, found his way, by a 

self-taught primitivism of naive vision and dream color, through 
the same barrier of *the objective and outward into a mystery more 
immedia-te than Gauguin's, 'some haunted realm of the Faun, where 
the Symbolist flows over into the Surreal this Sleeping Gypsy 
of 1897, gone, unanswerably, beyond the phenomenal veil.
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33) Odilon Redon c. 1905?, Le Cyclope, Kroller-Mviller Mas., Otterlo
At the same time Redon completes the circle to a more

abstract handling of Moreau — this one-eyed Cyclops rising like
a phallus over the earth vaginal fold of the sleeping' Galatea —
dream changes rung on Mallarme:

ripe pomegranates, purple, burst and murmur with bees, 
and our blood aflame for her who will possess it 
flows for the timeless swarm of all desire.
At the hour when this wood is tinged with ash and gold 
A feast flares up amid the extinguished leaves,AEtna, on your slopes, by Venus visited...

(end Debussy)
34) Degas 1876, L'Absinthe, Jeu de Paume (Louvre), Paris

In Degas, Impressionist realism broke through a first
devotion to Ingres and an interest in Moreau. As with the
naturalism of Zola or DeMaupassant, Hardy's Satires of Circumstance

\

or Chekov's heartbreak comedy, the content of civilized despair 
is carried over into an objective lightening of technique. In 
this study called Absinthe, a laceration as in Dostoievsky or 
in Gorki's Lowest Depths, seems less the work of philosophic 
pessimism than of accident, as in the snapping of a camera.

MUSICj Mussorgsky 1874, Pictures at an Exhibition (piano). Ballet of
“ Chicks in their Shells, Turnabout TV, 34258

Where the world falls in on itself, with hardly a whimper,
I

the challenge of Mussorgsky's eerie Pictures (this "Ballet of 
Chicks in their Shells"), (fade Mussorgsky)

35) Degas 1890-95, Dancers in Blue, Jeu de Paume, Paris
will bleed through the lightest 1880 Scherzo-Valse by Chabrier. 

MUSIC; Chabrier 1880, Scherzo Valse, Rubinstein, RCA LSC 2751
In that Absinthe context the radiant delights of theatre and 
ballet, which Degas painted from the early '70's until increasing 
blindness drove him in the 'nineties to cloud-rich pastelles
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.and finally to modelling ("Death", he would say, "is all I 
think of"), form a contrast so polar, one has to ask: Is this 
realism, or an escape into artful dream; or is realism itself 
the escape, the earth-claim luring as the Sleepsong in Faust.

(fade Chabrier)
36) Toulouse-Lautrec 1896, Maxime DeThomas, (Dale) Nat. Gal., Wash.,DC

Some nostalgia of the infinite was driving through Degas' 
Absinthe and beyond, seizing on maladies of body or soul (Avant- 
garde strategy of creative negation), turning vulnerabilities into 
powers: — so, with the high-born dwarf, Toulouse-Lautrec, in 
this portrait of Maxime DeThomas, Bohemian connoisseur, life- 
deformity speaks oracular depression, biding the next thrust of 
the style-apocalypse.

While Henry George, American economist, who died in 1897, wrote 
of other things, than art:

As public spirit is lost...as reforms become hopeless, 
then in the festering masses will be generated volcanic forces... Strong unscrupulous men...will become the ex
ponents of blind popular...passions, and dash aside 
forms that have lost their validity.

37) Toulouse-Lautrec 1894, The Bed, Louvre (Jeu de Paume), Paris
If Toulouse-Lautrec ever inclined to genial affirmation — 

obverse of the DeThomas pathology — it is in this 1894 evoca
tion called "The Bed"; though like any obverse it affords another 
view of the same coin. So Joyce's brothel of Circe would yield 
in Ulysses to the bed of Molly Bloom, she

reclined semilaterally...left hand under head, right 
leg extended in a straight line and resting on left 
leg, flexed, in the attitude of Gea-Tellus, fulfilled, 
recumbent, big with seed...

(thinking joyful adultery):
he does it and doesnt talk I gave my eyes that look
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39)

with my hair a bit loose from the tumbling and my 
tongue between my lips up to him the savage brute Thursday Friday one Saturday two Sunday three O 
Lord I cant wait till Monday.

40)

The sword will again be mightier than the pen, and 
in carnivals of destruction brute forge and wild frenzy will alternate with the lethargy of a 
declining civilization.

Ensor, Flemish contemporary of Dutch-French Van Gogh (though 
Ensor lived on and on), was possessed by symbols of destructive 
carnival, as in this detail from his huge 1888 Entry of Christ 
into Brussels. How the demons of Bosch and Breughel, in Ensor’s 
Ostend isolation, bear down, angels with the vials of wrath.
They had staged a Romantic comeback in Hugo and windy Wieftz; 
now the Expressionist fin-de-siecle opens to them.
Cezanne 1888, Mardi Gras, Pushkin Museum, Moscow

Yet the same year, 1888, Cezanne distilled Carnival into 
something quite different. Mere estrangement and transvaluation 
(since no one can explain what is humanly intended) have been 
lifted to a well-being as enigmatic as any in Don Quixote — 
though of the order, as we implied with Seurat, of Chekov's 1903 
Cherry Orchard, that sublimation of pain into incongruous laughter. 
It seems the right genius could ride those a[lternate "carnivals 
of destruction" and "lethargy of a declining civilization", winning 
its art—image (cleansed in the abstract)
^o-Americhn, Maya 7th-10th c.AD, Terra cotta Aristocr;,^. mus.

~^throp. , Mexico City
back to the unfathomable vitalities of ages to which understanding 
and causal entry no longer apply — this Maya terracotta of about
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the 9th century, where representational refinement almost makes 
us one with its aristocratic herald: "0 Kin," - and we cannot
go on, because time and the Spanish auto-da-fes have left us 
ignorant of whom he would address or what he might say; so we 
can only repeat, as with Cezanne’s wilful suspension, "Magrcair' 
ca.anne 186S. Sorrow (Mary Ma2dalen)x^g!Z£^r,^a£j:S

But with Cezanne we have a context, life, a history in which 
.we share - the rebellion that spanned Europe from this 1866 
tear-drop Magdalen called Sorrow (with Mussorgsky's "Catacombs" 

from the 1874 Pictures at an Exhibition) 
ii; Cezanne 1900. Old Woman in a Cape, Mat. Gal., London

to this Cezanne Old Woman with a Eosary of 1900, rim of no man s 
land. Here the abstraction of Landscape, Bathers, of the mysteri
ous Mardi Gras, assume a function the Pre-Columbian has lost: to 
shape, of romantic Angst, an Aquarian containment. 
over forty years Cezanne was forging that He^ of Darkness,

411 Cezanne 1866, Sorro«^.I£u:^ 
from some Tess of the d'Urbervilles pain. As if, m the poetizing 
of cyclidal fall, we had gone from Arnold's disenchantment:

Years hence, perhaps, may dawn an age. 
More fortunate, alas 1 than we...

.for the world which seems 
TO lie befor^’ufe like a land of dreams... 
Hath really neither joy, nor love, no g
Cezanne 1900, 01dJjoman^n_A,CaESxJgl!l^^gS^ 

to what Yeats distilled from Nietzsche and his own crazy Jane.

aTf tfLoSf if thiroSe'^SoJd 'Pejoice! '
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43) Picasso 1901, The Poet Savartez, Mus. Modern Western Art, Moscow
MUSIC: Stravinsky 1909-10, The Firebird, Lullaby close. Col MG 31202

. I I I.. .1. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  l.l

It was easier to inherit Cezanne's abstraction than his 
OlymEjian maturity. Picasso had to begin, 1901, again with dis
illusion. So later with Joyce and Eliot; even Yeats had opened 
his 'poetry with "The woods of Arcady are dead", his plays with 
"the world's more full of weeping than you can understand." It 
was a blue mood the young Stravinsky (so time-tied to Picasso) 
would exploit in the Lullaby of The Firebird.

(Lullaby into Victory finale)
44) Double: Cezanne 1887-9, large Bather, Mus. Mod. Art, NYC;

S Picasso 1905-6, Nude Boy with Horse, Paley Coll'n, NY
But as Stravinsky, out of nostalgic sleep, could always stage 

a Firebird victory, Picasso's Virile force had begun by 1906 
to break the Blue spell. And what could better precipitate an 
energized opposite than the absolute magnitude (left) of 
Cezanne's Bathers, this standing youth — to receive a softer 
poignance in Picasso's Boy and Horse (led without rope, a man- 
brute meld).

It was Rilke who would write in 1907 of "that development... in 
me which corresponds to the immense forward stride in the Cezanne 
paintings"; while his sonnet on an "Archaic Torso of Apollo" (how 
it "breaks out of all its contours/ like a star: for there is 
no place/ that does not see you. You must change your life") 
points as much to Cezanne and Picasso as to the early Greek.

45) Matisse 1905, Pastoral, Priv. Coll'n, Paris (fade Firebird)
While Picasso was moving through Blue and Rose 

toward Negroid and Cubistic, an ecstatic complement appeared in 
pure color, those Dionysiac Fauves, led by Matisse, most versatile
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and life-loving of them. Though darker Mann (1911) would turn 
this pastoral dream, with Death in Venice Aschenbach (Brook-of- 
ashes) to "the promiscuous orgy (grenzenlose Vermischung) of

his own fall".
narain 1906. L'Estaque, Three Trees, Ayala & Sam Zacks, Toronto 

AS for Derain — this 1906 L'Estaque — with Dufy, Vlaminck, 
Braque and the rest - who would have believed that such heirs of 
individual outbreak, joined in a group fervor, could become 
almost indistinguishablY charged? Yet how many composers of the 
time (from the older- Debussy -to the rising generation) might

share in the designation "Fauves"?
By 1907 the last movement of Schonberg's Second String Quartet

advances from chromatic tonality to the atonal setting of George 
"Transport" - "Entruckung": "I breathe an air from another planet"

_ "Ich fuhle luft von anderem planeten."

I have seen sidereal archipelagoes! and islands 
Whose delirious skies open to the voyager: in these unfathomed nights do you sleep your exile. 
Millions of golden birds, 0 future Vigor.

i
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-*• Rilke of that .future, 1912, First Duino Elegyc
...Wirf aus den Armen die Leere...
...Fling the emptiness from your arms 
into the spaces we breathe — maybe that the birds 
should feel the expanded air in more intimate flight.

(close Bartok)
48) Picasso 1908, Friendship (L'Amitie)-, Hermitage, Leningrad

The crested wave still breaking.
MUSIC: Stravinsky 1912-13, from Le Sacre du Printemps, Col. MG 3 1202

Thirty-seven years after Rimbaud's South Sea frenzy —
I have watched the fermentation of enormous swamps
Where giant serpents devoured by bedbugs
Fall down from gnarled trees with black scent —

Picasso (1908), as by a voodoo of jungle and Negroid, hammers
Blue-period loss ("Hurl the emptiness from your arms!") into
primitive and cubistic gain. Four years later Stravinsky would
break into the fertility climax of the Rite of Spring.

(fade Stravinsky)
49) Polynesian Easter Islands c. 1400?, Colossal monolithic heads

What was in fact longing over into the new century — some 
dinosaur upheaval through the crust of civilized restraint, 
romantic idealism and ennui — was deeper than sense, beyond 
conscious control; as if suppressed demons and gods, these Easter 
Island huge volcanic monoliths, with prehistoric and African, all 
primitive rebelling loci in the Freudian and group unconscious 
(Rilke's "buried guilty river-god of the blood" — "verborgenen | 
schuldigen Fluss-Gott des Bluts") had heaved up to seize their [ 

day: Yeats to Florence- Farr, 1890:
Has the magical armagedd'on begun at last?

S^'O) Picasso 1910, Girl with a Mandolin, Penrose Collection, London
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MUSIC; Debussy 1910, Preludes Bk I, from ”Les Sons et les parfums■---------------— tournent dans 1'air du soir", Philips PHC 5-012 ^

Though in the ambivalence of Picasso, what had begun as rape 
could always be methodized and refined to seduction. This 1910 
"Girl with a Mandolin" suspends the langour and elegance of Blue 
and Rose in formal analysis. While Debussy, in the Preludes of 
the same year, has begun a systematization of the semitone mode 
of chords in fourths. (fade Debussy)

51) G.Braque 1910-11, Composition with Violin (Behind Appearance, p. 12)
Which Schonberg, Berg and Webern continually advanced toward 

the technique of the twelve-tone row. Here Schonberg, of 1911:
MUSIC: Schonberg 1911, Six Little Pieces for Piano (#5), Dover HCR 5285

Also by 1911 Braque, working as one with Picasso, had brought 
the abstraction of things to a threshold of corrugated space, a 
tensile geometry, beyond which in one sense art could not go.
Yet to ring the changes on that non-objective claim would take 
half a century. (end Schonberg)

52')' Theophanes the Greek 1378, St. Macrobius, det. , Cath. of Transfiguration, Novgorod, Russia
In 1378 Theophanes the Greek had fresqoed the Cathedral of 

the Transfiguration in Novgorod, Russia.
MUSIC: Russian 10th-16th c.. Entombment chant (near close) Anth.—------------------—------------- - Sonore LP AS 10 (A-5)

That the Eastern Slavs, in the time of Chaucer's humanity and 
lusty realism, 'should have held to the crypts of world-dissolving 
and "otherworldly power with which Dostoievsky's mystics still 
contend, dramatises, in the leap to the modern, what Trotsky 
calls "the messianism of backwardness." (fade Troparion)

53) V.Tropinin c. 1818, Portrait of Artist's Son, Tretyakov Gal., Moscow
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MUSIC: Glinka 1845, Symphony on Two Russian Themes (near opening)
VJestminster XWN 184 57

In Tropinin's ideal portrait of his son about 1818, the old 
theophany yields (as with this Glinka, or the untranslatable 
Pushkin) to a radiant opposite, fruit of liberal England, Revo
lutionary France and Romantic Germany — trust in the worth of 
man and world (though Pushkin complements that glow with Byronic 
irony). In Tropinin's picture, the give-away flush of sentiment 
takes us back to Rousseau:

The Russians 'will never be perfectly civilized 
because their civilisation was attempted too hastily...

takes us forward to Dostoevsky's depiction of The Possessed heirs
of such enlightened dream. (Glinka: forte and fade)

54) Kandinsky 1909, Murnau with Rainbow, Stadtische Galerie, Munich
MUSIC: Scriabin 1909-10, Prometheus: Poem of Fire (near close), London
-------------------------------------------------------------  OES 6915

In the early century quickening toward war and revolution, 
Russia's avant-garde 'leap was extraordinary though made, 
it would turn out, -mostly in exile-. At the time of this 1909 
Village Scene, Kandinsky was 43, had absorbecj Impressionism 

'‘twenty-five years before, was living near Munich at Murnau,. 
and was just entering the crucial phase of his art, when he 
would found (with Franz Marc) the Blaue Reiter — in touch 
with the musical iconoclasm of Stravinsky,. Schonberg, the 
Scriabin of this 1910 "Prometheus: Poem of Fire".

Through Fauve mastery, Kandinsky was advancing
55) Kandinsky 1911, All Saints Day II, StSdtische Gal., Munich

toward a mystical color music in which objects would disappear, 
this 1911 "All Saints Picture" (trumpeting angel above), of which
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the artist wrote:
^ In many ways art is similar to religion...was the 

New Testament possible without the Old? Could our ..."third" revelation be thinkable without the 
second?

That Superman Judgment clue, with subsequent abstractions — 
flood and cannon turned to vital ecstasy — lift us on the tide 
of New Apocalypse which also inspired 'Scriabin's Poem of Fire.

(close of Scriabin)
He wrote:

I am desire, I am light...I am the boundary, 
i am the summit. I am nothing. I am God...
I shall not die, I shall suffocate in ecstasy.

Though he died not long after of blood poisoning, from a boil
on the neck.

56) M.Chagall- 1911, I and the Village, Mus. of Modern Art, NYC
From Jewish family life in a suburb of Vitebsk, Marc Chagall 

shaped such fantasies as "I and the Village", 1911; although he had 
lived in Paris for a year, absorbing Fauve color and the non-per- 
spectival rythms of Cubist space. But what he poured into that 
crystal architecture was a new imagery of memory and symbolic ’>• 
dream. As Andr^ Breton, later spokesman of Surrealism, would 
write:

I
V ^in 1911, and through Chagall alone, metaphor 
■made its triiimphal entry into modern painting.

Yet those metaphors — "the cow who used .to talk to us", the magic
spray of flowers, trance-green face of the artist inspired, are
not, as with Dante,, or even Blake, systematic, but subliminal,
associative mystery for its own sake.

57) G.Balia 1913, Velocita d'automobile + luci, M.G. Neumann Coll'n,
Chicago

Now various Italians, also in touch with Paris, spurred
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Cubism (with or without Fauve color) to the cinematic transcript 
of motion (this Ballo "Velocity of Automobile + Lights"), 
actualizing the dynamic of the 1910 Futurist Manifesto;

We exto11 the love of danger... rebellion...the 
double quick step...the box on the ear, fisticuffs

^otor-car, its frame adorned ^ith greafpi;;s, 
libraries, shjant the canal^?; 

flood the museums; demolish, demolish the venerated •••
That utopian unrest would read itself through socialism, war. 
Fascism, industrialization, to a belated echo in Spender's 
"Express" (Internationale);

Steaming through metal landscape on her lines 
She plunges new eras of wild happiness

up strange shapes, broad curves And parallels clean like the steel of guns.
AJelaunay 1912, Windows on the City (Ist Part. 2nd

Replica), Kunsthalle, Hamburg
By 1912 Parisian Delaunay opened, for Blaue Reiter contempo

raries, the Orphism of his "Windows", described in passages of 
inspired delirium;

Impressionism is the birth of Light in painting, 
Lignt in nature creates movement of colors Art in nature is rythmic__

to reach the limits of sublimity, it must 
approach our harmonic Vision; clarity.Clarity will be color, proportions; these 
proportions are composed of various simultaneous measures within an action.This .action must be representative harmony, 
the synchromatic movement (simultaneity) of 
light, which 'is the only reality...

As Apollinaire would close his Delaunay poem;
The window opens like an orange 
The beautiful fruit of light —
Le beau fruit de la limi^re.

Yet It is curious that in Mallarme's earlier "Les Fenetres", 
such openings of abstract radiance were an escape, as from the
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sad hospital of soul's confinement; ^
I flee and lean at all the casements...
Blessed in the eternal dews of that glass 
Which the chaste morning of the infinite gilds.

That escape become Delaunay's "only reality".
59) Franz Marc 1913, Tierschicksale, Kustmuseum, Basel

MUSIC; Schonberg 1910-13, Die Gluckliche Hand (climax) Col.M2S 679
In Franz Marc, as in Schonberg's "Die Gluckliche Hand" (while 

the Great War neared), the tumult of elation crests in terror — 
as if the metaphorical vase of culture,- violin-bowed up the scale 
of natural and unnatural resonances towards a euphoria of self
transcendence, should be stretched ahd shattered before our eyes. 
Mark's "Animal Fate" projects Leonardo's prophecy of a ravaged 
nature —

Nothing on earth or under the earth or in the waters 
but shall be pursued, molested and destroyed —

into the Symbolist subconscious Rilke also shared;
...throttling growths and bestial
preying forms!...How he loved that interior world...
...seines Inneren Wildnis,/ diesen Urwald in ihm.

When Mark, most searching German artist on the scene, fell
%

in 1914, who could follow the burning call of George?; "You 
who have, circled the flame, hold to the faith of the flame!"
"Bleibe der flamme trabant!" (fade Schonberg)

60) Q.&O. Wright 1903, Flyer (with Langley's 1896 steam model), Smith--sonian. Wash., DC

In 1896, year of Moreau's "Jupiter and Semele", with pictures 
we have seen by Gauguin and Toulouse-Lautrec, this Langley steam- 
powered plane (above and small) brought the dream of flight almost 
home — though his model could not lift a man. In 1903, when
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the old Cezanne was touching off the excitement of the Fauves, 
this larger Wright brothers biplane accomplished the first 
heavier-than-air powered and piloted flight. Like all adventures 
of Avant-garde, it would prove ambivalent.

61) R.de la Fresnaye 1913, Conquest of the Air, Mus. Modern Art, NYC
Ten years later, when Fresnaye painted his Cubistic and 

Delaunay-inspired "Conquest of the Air", who could have told 
how far these cloud-hung airmen at the drafting table were 
plotting the sky-strategy of the war so soon to be loosed over 
Europe — theirs the only war-vision which would not appallingly 
bog down in trench mud-holes, where Nietzsche's expected trans
valuation would concrete toward a mustached phoney of frenzied 
outwardness.

62) European Armour c. 1535, to Francis 1st from Ferd. of Tyrol?, Mus.
de L'Armee, Paris

If the paired offence and defence of -toothed Tyranosaurus and 
horned Triceratops ±ook them both under, it was with Duckbill and 
all the rest. So the" warning against armament, like all the 
lessons of history, remained equivocal.

In the West (where evolution has not completed its proof) the 
mechanized type of force was conceived from the start — armored 
knight on aritfored horse charging peasant field or village like 
the precursive ultima-te of ironclad war. Although the horse-name 
of chivalry embraced a damsel-succoring code.

63) Photo World War I c. 1917, stalled Tank, U.S. Official Pictures
After 1916 the true tanks caterpillared in, and some, like 

tar-poOl Dinosaurs*, were -stranded, swivel of what Nietzsche had 
hailed:

I am delighted at the military development of Europe... 
the period of quietude and Chinese apathy is over...
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Rilke's first war elation, George's account in his long poem Per
Krieg of the first Demian hope for spirit out of material destruc-

' tion, Kastorp's leap from the Magic Mountain into sacrifice —
such soul-surmises cloud to Owen's "Anthem":

What passing-bells for these who die as cattle?
Only the monstrous anger of the guns...
The shrill demented choirs of wailing shells 
And bugles calling for them from sad shires...

64) George Grosz 1918-22, from Ecce Homo: Twilight, watercolor, pub.
1923, repr. 1965

So to the embittered post-war of George Grosz's book of 
cartoon derelictions, Ecce Homo, Behold Man. Plunged into that 
"hell where youth and laughter go" (Sassoon), would not the crazed 
vessel at last be shivered in the Untergang Spengler imperatived: 
"Bare your necks to the blade 1"

And what of America, whose vital delivery had s'prung the 
trench stalemate — America, barely emerged from pioneer assurance, 
how would she take to what war had hardened

65) Toulouse-Lautrec 1899, Private Room at Le Rat Mort, Courtauld, London 
from fin-de-siecle Toulouse-Lautrec, this "Private Room at Le
Rat Mort"? Could the Jamesian traveler have missed, under
Impressionist verve, the Vampire metamorphosis of Baudelaire? —

The woman meanwhile from her strawberry mouth.
Twisting her body like a snake...
Let fall these words, charged with the odor of musk;

Zola's 1880 Nana, dead of smallpox in a Paris seething with 
Franco-Prussian war? —

The' pustules had invaded the whole of her face...
The left eye had foundered among bubbling purulence; 
the other, half open, was a ruinous black hole...a 
reddish crust was peeling from one of the cheeks and 
invading the mouth, which it distorted into a horrible 
grin...And over this mask of death, the beautiful hair 
still flowed like sunlight downward in rippling gold.
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Acade..,
MUSIC: Scott Joplin c IRQ? r>v. • ■========g^^g=^i=^i^l^=gg^g4gal,^^ tape I. ^

George -Luks, through the Naturalist glass of surh p>
. . gj-ass Of such European and

arisian tra-ining, saw in pre-war 1905 a -roai •-i- , . ^ ^ reality proportioned to
his boisterous New York claim:

Who taught Shakespeare ter^hn-i rT,.^o ^Or George Luks? Guts> f Rembrandt?^—.That s my technique!
Ana Drelsser, in studied pursuit of Deter^inist Zola, had 

Closed his first novel (1900, with sister Carrie rooming alone

,ret those who would answer Spengler with the plea of a New
world culturally new, were Ignoring the continuity of culture
Ashcan affirmation was a Whitmanesgue phase of an Avant-garde
everywhere transvaluing the negative, hnd. what, in civilised
content, comprised more negatibn than the worksongs, blues and
lazz which, gathering head in the unlettered proletariat of Black 
America (New Orlpanc; °* "his joplln 1897 ragtime). 

The Circus. T.onvrs v.,.--
Kould.irresistably conquer the worlds ,

■ (fade Joplin)
Monde, Nonesi^^TTT^

And Within the sophistication and science of Pointillism,
what stripping to Circus, music-hallf music hall and ^ive, occurs in the last
patterned reductions of gfan-m-i- .Seurat - an affinity that would open
post-war orchestration to thr^ kiation to the blue notes and rythmic firewater of
Harlem's elemental "Yeah'" mhnc -fv- -n^ean. Thus from Milhaud's "La Creation
du Monde".

(fade Milhaud)

3rd whistle) 
C01.D3S 783

!
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Ives was the composer who from his earliest works gave the 

disruptive triumph of modernism an American stomach for every
thing from the great tradition, to hymns and pop tunes. .

68) Prenderqast 1901, Central Park, Whitney Museum, NYC_
After Homer, Eakins and Ryder, no American artist had such force; 
though various painters between realism and the all-out abstrac
tions of the 1913 Armory Show, share a natural vigor with Ives.
Here is Prendergast's patchwork "Central Park" of 1901. (fade Ives)

with the slow movement from the Second Symphony:
MUSIC: Ives 1897-1902, 2nd Symph., 3rd mvt, near close. Col. D3S

She dreams a little, and she feels the dark 
Encroachment of that old catastrophe.
As a calm darkens among water-lights...The day is like wide water, without sound. 
Stilled for the passing of her dreaming feet 
Ove'r the seas, to silent Palestine...Why should she give her bounty to the dead... 
Divinity must live within herself:Passions of rain, or moods in falling snow... 
These are the measures destined for her soul...

70) Eilshemius 1909?, Contentment, Kleemann Gallery, NY
Like Stevens' lady, Eilshemius quickens the Bacchic myth:

Supple and turbulent, a ring of men 
Shall chant in orgy on a summer morn 
Their boisterous devotion to_the sun. 
Not as a god, but as a god might be.
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Naked among them, like a savage source.
Their chant shall be a chant of paradise-•.Out of their blood, returning to the sky;
And in their chant shall enter, voice by voice.
The windy lake wherein their lord delights.
The trees, like serafim, and echoing hills...
And whence they came and whither they shall go The dew upon their feet shall manifest.

(end Ives Adagio)
71) Arthur Dove 1910, .Abstraction No. 2, Downtown Gallery, NYC

As early as any of the Europeans, Dove, from upstate New York, 
who had known the Fauves in Paris, moyed to the delight of pure 
color forms (1910). Though if the scanning eye could have taken 
in thdse numbered abstractions as dwellingly as tjie time-art of 
tones forces upon, the ear

MUSIC; Ives 1897-1902, 2nd Symph., close, last Mvt. Col. D3S 783

it would surely have experienced ^ shock, as from the fanfares 
and unresolved dissonance with which Ives concluded that Second 
Symphony*.

72) Macdonald-Wright c. 1915, Abstraction on Spectrum (Organization 5)
Art Center, Des Moines, lA

After the 1913 Armory show’, when European Modernism first 
struck America in force, the country was divided between mass 
realist reaction (last bars of_ Ives) Avant-garde handful
of artists "(and even buyers) caught up in the European Fauve and 
abstract. Ma’cdonald-Wright, in this 1915 Abstraction on the 
Spectrum, rapturously pursued the color-circle Synchronism of Delaunay.

73) Double:/ Cezanne 1900-06, Bend in the Road, Walter Bareiss (cf. Munich)
& Delaunay c. 1912-13, Window, Museum, DiSsseldorf, Germany

In the juxtaposition of a Cezanne (left) from about 1900, and 
a Delaunay Window of 1912 to '13, we ride — ecstatic as Holderlin 
and Nietzsche, for the coming of the gods — the comber of an abstract 
surge peaking up the shoal as far back as the 1870's in Cezanne
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74)
or in the "Drunken Boat" precosity of Rimbaud. 
Morton Schamberg c 1917, Miter box and plumbing trap entitled God,Mus., Philadelphia

What a break, when Dada, beginning in World War Zurich of 
1916, had espoused the ridicule of a civilization gone wrong, and 
Morton Schamberg — 1917, Philadelphian, in the New York Circle 
of Duchamps, could give the title "God" to this found sculpture 
of a miter box and a cast iron plumbing trap — not a mockery 
alone, but like William Carlos Williams on the pretence of a 
hearse: "Knock the glass out!/ My God — glass, my townspeople!";

75) Joseph Stella 1913, Battle of Light, Coney Island, Yale Univ. Gal.
MUSIC: Ives 1910-16, 4th Symph., 2nd MVt, 4th of July close, Col.D3S 783

The Italian Futurist Stella, who would also settle in America,
had brought the Armory show to its color-action peak with the glad
riot of his Coney Island — as Ives, the same years, unleashed
the Fourth of July scherzo of his Fourth Symphony. How much
easier the art we can gawk at. No one would hear the Ives for
fifty years; but Century Magazine gave Stella's "Battle for
Light" a color reproduction:

a daring interpretation...of the dazzling light, the 
noise and ceaseless motion...so evident in America...
Had he merely represented the physicai...(the artist) 
believes that he could not have given the rythm of the 
scene, which transforms the chaos of the night, the 
lights, the strange buildings and the surging crowd 
into the order, the design and the color of art. (end Ives)

76) Stella 1922, The Bridge, 5th panel, Newark Museum
The disillusion of the war did not undercut Stella's celebra

tion of America as Futurist land. Though the early century ardor 
tightened, like Twelve-tone harmony, here to the bound geometries 
of the Bridge Panels.
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It was the theme under which Hart Crane, from 1924 to '30, hoped 
to affirm America:

f

How many dawns chill from his rippling rest 
The seagull's wings shall dip and pivot him.
Shedding white rings of tumult, building high 
Over the chained bay waters Liberty...
—' Till elevators drop us from our day.

Always Crane's vision lets him drop:
A bedlamite speeds to thy parapets.
Tilting there momently, shrill shirt balooning,
A jest falls, from the speechless caravan.

In the gulf of Munch's Cry, how could the "curveship" of the
Bridge "lend a myth to God"?

77) Francisco Goya 1812-19, Bullfight in a Village, Royal Academy of
San Fernando, Madrid

In the old revolutionary world of Blake, Goethe, this Goya, 
there was a separation of light and dark; the brute seizure 
spoke its ritualistic containment — what in music gripped the 
magnification of dissonance from Mozart:

MUSIC: Mozart 1788, near close of 1st Mvt, Jupiter Symph., Col. B3S 891
through Beethoven.

MUSIC: Beethoven 1804, 3rd Symph, 1st Mvt before recapit., Deutsche
■“ ---------------- Gram. LPM 18 802

78) Pablo Picasso 1935, Minotauromachia, det. of Beast, etching
Since Zarathustfa, we are one with the world beast. Picasso:

If all the ways I have been along were worked on a 
map and joined up with a line, it might represent a Minotaur.

BACK: again 77) Goya, Bullfight in a Village
In the uncontained emancipation of dissonance as such —

BACK: again 76) Stella 1922, The Bridge
what Schonberg would take for his battle cry —

BACK: again 75) Stella 1913, Battle of Light',.'Coney, island
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soul flames the antinomy of the unresolved, consuming in 
revelational delight the crucible of its tensile ground.
'After Rimbaud's "Drunken Boat" ("0 let my keel burst;

0 let me go down into the sea")
.cain 74) Schamberg 1917, God_^Miter.A^lHBbiS^^£g£n-^jii^^^ 

Hart crane despaired of a reconciling Bridge (Letters of 1926):
At times it seems demonstrable that Spengler is 

. ■ T-+- frVici mone and more licks hisr^;o“if!;inT^f£without^-
Sidge;'in?Sl2ctually judged the whole theme and 
project seems more and more absurd...

' ,ca)n-73) Double, ^^esaHia^fter,190^H)l^glaunay^^

?iofw?irsefi^hfi?rSf/airti:fgreJt“iiiir-
crackers in Valhalla's parapets;

Again 74) Schamberg 1917, God
the sun has set theatricallywhile Lafdrge, Eliot and others of that kidn y 
have whimpered fastidiously...

..Mn 75) Stella 1913, Battle of Light, Coney Islajjd
But Picasso could have said the same about working in the 

" wake of that disruptive fervor (from Cezanne down) which he 
himself, with Fauves, Cubists, Blaue Reiter, had inflamed,

;'cain 76) Stella 1922, The Bridge
up to the break and restrictive deliberations of post-war.

again 77) Gova 1812-19, Bullfight in a Village,
Since all arts after that crisis had to grope gackward and for
ward for a "Tower Beyond Tragedy". But where Hart Crane slipped

from the stern of the Orizaba,
Again 78) Picasso 1935, Minotauremachia det-. of Beast

Bartok had mounted (1928) the fierce lunge of the Fourth Quartet.
Bartok 1928, Fourth Quartet,_J,as^ivt^_g^gs^^^
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Picasso turned the beast outbreak (Yeats' "Violence upon the 
road; violence of horses") to the 1935 Minotauromachia,

Hi--Picasso 1935, Mintauromachia, det. of child, L, etching
where a child poignant as the one who in Rimbaud ".launches a 
boat frail as a butterfly of May" — confronts with candle -and 
flowers (Yeats' "0 may she live like some green laurel")
--again 78) Picasso^ Minotauromachia, detail of Beast
the shared dread of Crete (Yeats too "Imagining in excited reverie/ 
That the future years had come,/ Dancing to a frenzied drum__").

Again 79) Picasso, Minotauromachi, detail of Child, L.
Crane would ignore Yeats in that prophecy of no gr^at poet 

after adolescent Rimbaud; but it was just Crane's despair which 
Yeats had hammered into "The Second Coming" of 1920: the gyre of 
negation pierced by the Thirteenth Cone, God-sphere of tragic 
miracle.

80) Picasso, Minotauromachia, whole
Turning and turning in the widening gyre ^
The falcon cannot hear the falconer;
Things fall apart; the centre cannot hold;
Mere anarchy is loosed upon the world,

•V The blood—dimmed tide is loosed, and everywhere
The ceremony of innocence is drowned;
The best lack all conviction, while the worst 
Are full of passionate intensity.
Surely some revelation is at hand;
Surely the Second Coming is at hand.-
The Second Coming! Hardly are those words out
When a vast image out of Spiritus Mundi
Troubles my sight; somewhere in sands of the desert
A shape with lion body and the head of a man,
A gaze blank and pitiless as the sun.
Is moving its slow thighs, while all about it 
Reel shadows of the indignant desert birds.The darkness drops again; but now I know
That twenty centuries of stony sleep
Were vexed to nightmare by a rocking cradle.
And what rough beast, its hour come round at last.Slouches towards Bethlehem to be born?

(end Bartok)


